Leptogenesis in a prompt decay scenario by Bento, L











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2been recognized [11] and results from the fact that the
Yukawa mediated transitions become eective consider-
ably late in time, depending on the avor well after the
possible lepto-baryogenesis and/or subsequent washout
periods. Another question is how to generate e
i
asym-
metries. Right-handed quarks, with exception of the top,
also have weak Yukawa couplings. Yet, they can be pro-
duced out of left-handed quarks through QCD instan-
tons. These, however, are universal in avor and con-
serve the dierences between the baryon asymmetries of
any two right-handed quarks. Such dierences are vio-
lated by Yukawa processes only and are thus protected
from washout eects.
In our scenario a lepton asymmetry is generated in the
lepton doublet and sterile neutrino sectors. A fraction






and other right-handed fermions through slow Yukawa







asymmetries that the heavy Majorana neu-












GeV). By that time L = 2 re-
actions mediated by o-shell Majorana neutrinos should
be also out-of-equilibrium. Their rate relates to the















) [12]. They are out-of-equilibrium,
i.e.,  
2







< 0:04   0:4 eV
2
, well above the atmospheric neu-
trino mass gap.
Let us now examine the leptogenesis processes in de-
tail. We assume that the Universe is initially empty of
sterile neutrinos, not produced in the inaton decay but
only thermally from standard leptons and Higgs. The
dominant production reaction is the Higgs boson decay














T [11], much higher than















ing for deniteness a reheating temperature much higher
than the neutrino masses, the neutrino densities n
a
con-




























. As a conse-
quence of the prompt decay assumption, K
a
& 60, sterile
neutrinos reach thermal equilibrium while they are still
ultrarelativistic.
Leptogenesis is dominated by the following CP asym-
metric reactions: Higgs decays into leptons and sterile
neutrinos, inverse decays and scatterings of leptons o
neutrinos. The asymmetries result from the interference
between the diagrams on the left side of Fig. 1 with the
absorptive part of the respective diagram on the right-
hand side. Unitarity and CPT invariance impose con-
straints on the reaction rates such that when all particles
are in thermal equilibrium the asymmetry source terms
cancel each other [13, 14, 15]. Generically denoting the








































FIG. 1: Diagrams contributing to the CP-asymmetries in de-
cays, inverse decays and scatterings.




Y as (X ! Y ) (in a xed
comoving volume), the relevant constraints are expressed




























































= 0 : (5c)
The evolution of the set of observables Q

is governed
by the Boltzmann equations, whose general structure






















stand for source terms. The particle asymmetry
sources vanish in thermal equilibrium but, as long as the
N
a
neutrinos stay rareed, scatterings and inverse decays
do not match Higgs decays and particle asymmetries de-
velop in the various lepton avors, sterile neutrinos, and
Higgs boson as well, as enforced by hypercharge conser-
vation. The calculation of the source terms is simplied
by employing Boltzmann rather than quantum statistics
as is common practice. Relating the out-of-equilibrium








X ! Y , and  = 
eq
for X ! N
a
Y , one derives







































































is the Higgs abundance per isospin state.
Sterile neutrinos also have lepton number, L =  1 for
left-handed N
a





But what matters for particle propagation and transport
of lepton number are the spin eigenstates rather than chi-
ral states. When neutrinos are ultrarelativistic, helicity
and chiral states are almost identical, but when they are
non-relativistic Majorana masses take over and lepton
number vanishes. In fact, a positive (negative) helicity
eigenstate has a well dened lepton number expectation
3value equal to the neutrino speed u ( u). Helicity is not
an invariant quantity, however, there is a privileged ref-
erence frame, the comoving thermal bath rest frame. In
that frame, isotropy ensures that the spin density matrix
is diagonal in the helicity basis. This is not true in any
other frame, and means that neutrinos can be divided in
two populations of opposite helicities.
Under the non-equilibrium conditions of the leptoge-
nesis era the two neutrino helicity populations develop
unequal abundances and net lepton numbers in much the
same way as the standard leptons. From the same decay,
inverse decay and scattering processes one derives the N
b






























is a coeÆcient estimated to be of the order
but larger than unit. Summing both lepton and neutrino
contributions, one obtains the total B L asymmetry as
a function of the temperature:
































 1)=  0:1, Y
f
is the massless fermion





The other question is how fast Majorana masses erase







suers a variation L = 2 if N
a
has positive helicity,












On the other hand, N
a










. Then, one estimates that lepton


























as large as 60, T

is still close to the largest











are, the smaller is T





At temperatures above T

, B   L is not signicantly
damped and is slowly transferred via Yukawa interac-






(with the exception of the top, t
R
, very early
in chemical equilibrium). The dominant processes are








ically forbidden in the case of quarks due to compara-










































quarks, the contrast asymmetries with respect to the up
quark u
R
are the appropriate charges because, contrary
to the individual avor asymmetries, they are conserved
by QCD instantons and are only violated by Yukawa cou-
plings. Their growth rates are determined by the total













































































dene equilibrium temperatures, T

, under which the re-
spective detailed balance equations are enforced.
Integration of Eqs. (10) requires knowing the rela-
tions between the chemical potentials and the leptoge-
nesis sources given in Eqs. (6) and (8). In general there
is no direct relation not even for the leptons l
i
due to
fast avor changing interactions. As soon as the rst
neutrino, say N
c

















= 0. The Higgs











= 0. Fast electroweak sphaleron
processes cause an additional transport between leptons
and quarks. Because the Q asymmetries increase rapidly
with time, initially as T
 4
, we concentrate on the latest
period before T

, where sterile neutrinos are already in
equilibrium but Majorana masses do not violate lepton
number fast enough to yield null neutrino chemical po-











determined by the all set of detailed













































Yukawa couplings or, in the case of quarks, quanti-





































The Q asymmetries grow with T
 1





where lepton number starts to






= 0, that causes B   L to fall down to the
level of the right-handed fermion asymmetries, which in
turn remain marginally damped as long as the respective
Yukawa processes are slow, as implied by Eqs. (10). As-
suming that the QCD and electroweak sphalerons were or
enter in equilibrium at some point below T

, one obtains,
neglecting other avor asymmetries,













The stars indicates that the asymmetries are calculated
from Eq. (11) at the temperature T

and remain practi-
cally constant after that.
Let us assume that the heavy neutrinos decay and the





enter in chemical equilibrium. From then on B   L
is exactly conserved. As the temperature goes down and
4all right-handed leptons and quarks gradually enter in
equilibrium B   L is redistributed among particles to
eventually yield the present baryon number asymmetry
B
0
= (12=37)(B L) [17]. The coeÆcients 
X
in Eq. (11)
depend on which reactions are in equilibrium above T

.
If QCD and electroweak sphalerons are not yet in equilib-
rium, 
b
= 0:24 and 






= 0:032. In both cases one obtains B L and baryon
asymmetries at exactly the observed order of magnitude,
B   L & 10
 10
per unit of entropy, taking precisely the








any particular hierarchy between Yukawa couplings.
In the solution described above B   L is mainly orig-











assumes that L = 2 reactions are not in equilibrium
when b
R
is. The implications of this are better assessed
by studying the evolution of B   L. During and in the
period following rapid lepton number violation, and be-
fore 
R
enters in equilibrium, all l
i
have identical chem-






























(B L). It means that B L is damped
at a rate   = 0:44 
2
, directly related to the light neu-
trino mass scale m
2







It is clear that B   L is essentially preserved at the b
R
equilibrium epoch, T < T
b







, one order of magnitude higher than the atmo-
spheric neutrino mass gap.
If m
2
goes beyond 0:1 eV
2











, whether or not 
R







is too small if not compensated by a strong
hierarchy in the Yukawa coupling structure.
To conclude, leptogenesis can operate in a regime
where all sterile neutrinos, including the lightest, decay
promptly when they vanish from the Universe. The light








ral order of magnitude of the nal baryon asymmetry.
First, m
2
values between the atmospheric neutrino mass
gap and 0:1 eV
2
indicate that the heavy neutrinos decay






, and reach ther-
mal equilibrium at temperatures 10 times or more their
masses. The dominant neutrino production processes,
ignored in the literature so far, are the decays of the
Higgs boson, with nite thermal mass. During thermal
production, B L is generated in both lepton and sterile
neutrino sectors reaching the 10
 7
level. Later, when the
Majorana masses rapidly violate lepton number, B   L















B   L falls down 3 orders of magnitude, which meets
exactly the observed baryon number asymmetry without
any further conditions.
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